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ABSTRACT
A psychophysical investigation was carried out to determine the
contrast threshold (represented by a density difference) for a spot
on a photographic print with a uniform "background density. Problems
associated with determining a single value which is ropresenative
of the existing density difference between the spot and surround,
resulted fron the Inherent density variation of photographic print
material. A series of eighty density difference measurements of
the spot and Immediatly adjacent surround are presented for prints
which had 0, 50s and t 00/t frequencies of spot detection* A discus
sion concerning how the eye may be responding In this type of a
situation'
Is Included
INTRODUCTION
Previous work in the field of contrast detection of a spot on
a uniform "background provides information eoneernlng spots of light
projected on a creen.ti However$ published work vo.s not found con
cerning the detection of a spot on a photographic print. Since
photographic prints and their associated viewing requirements
possess unique problems an Investigation to determine the contrast
threshold for this situation was undertaking The original experiment
utilized two levels of background density, and two levels of viewing
illumination in order to determine the reliability of the application
of the Fcchncr fraction <&B/S under tftese conditions,, Density varia
tions in the photographic print material resulted In a modification
of this original experiment which. Is discrlbed below.
t
TEST OBJECT
The test objects in this experiment were eight Inch square
shoots of photographic print paper. The following procedure was
utilised in their preparation: twelve sheets of photographic paper
were given the same uniform fog exposure % then through a circular
one inch aporature in a sheet of cardboard* placed in contact with
the previously fogld paper additional secondary exposures of varing
magnitudes wero given. The result was twelve sheets of photographic
paper with approximetly the same bac3igraund density but with spots
having varing densities^ The same proceadnre- was repeated with the
exception of a higher level of background fog exposure, to obtain a
higher background density. The density differences between the spots
and surrounds resulted in spots which were non detectable to spots
which wore 100/. detectable visually under the viewing conditions
used Illustration ono9 is a diagram of the test object used,,
ILLUSTRATION QMS: TEST OBJECT
VXEUXNG CONDITIONS
Two main oonsiderations were used in determing the viowing
conditions employed. They wero to have the prints orientated in a
manner to simulate a typical print viewing situation and to use a
2~
set of conditions which could bo standardized for all observers* A
diagram of the viewing conditions used is shown in illustration two.
recorder
Front view of viewing stand
with print seen through
aperture.
ILLUSTRATION TWO: Y1SWIHG ARRANGEMENT AND V1EUING STAND
The angle subtended at the eye of the observer by the circular- spot
is 1*5' The entire front surface as shown in illustration two, was
covered with a uniform gray surface to help maintain a consistent
level of eye adaptation*
Illustration three shows the recorder Indicating on the back of
a print if the observer detected the spot or not* After the response
is recorded a now print is slid into position to be Tie.red through
the aperature in the viewing stand*
ILLUSTRATION THREE? PHOTOGRAPH OF VIEV/JNG ARRANGEMENT
OBSERVERS
Flfty-cight observers were used in this experiment 5 each was
given the following set of instructions prior to being shown the
prints s
1* He was shown two prints, one with an easily detectable
spot and one print with a spot which was still detectable
"but approaching the contrast threshold , He was then told
that those printa arc lihc the ones he will be shown and
that the spot will always be a circle which w ill always
appear in one of the four- quadrants of the print.
2. He will be given a five second period to view each
print at the ond of which he must indicate if he aees the
spot or not* He must .alsoindicate the quadrant the spot
appears In if he sees it* See Illustration four*
LLuSTBL4TI0I\T FOUR: OBSfiTOTEH SEARCHING PRIKT FOR SPOT
3* K_ was also told that some prints do not have spots
and in this case whore ho docs not see a spot, a response
of "there Is no spot* would be the correct answer.
Even titottgla. a spot was
printed-
on -artery test object the author
justifies instruction three, since in a STibjoofcive experiment of this
type what the individual observer sees is the
correct'
answer? It is
realised that a different answer may result if the observers were
told that every print had a spot.
All observers used In this experiment wero photography students
at the Rochester Institute of Technology, as their responses would
probably bo more closly related to the responses of a group of
photographic Interpreters? than any other group available to the
author.
The restat of fifty-eight observers looking at the prints and
Indicating if they could see a spot or not appears In illustration
five* Tho prints wore numbered according to an increased frequency
of spot detection,.
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ILLUSTRATION FITS': PRINT NUMBER VHS FREQUENCY OF DETECTION {%)
ME..3UREI--IENT3 OF SPOT AND BACKGROUND
A Colormaoter Differential Colorimeterj, with filtration to
approximate the luminosity curve of the eye, was used to make
Reflection readings of the spot and baeJiground (surround 5 This
colorimeter is said to be able to measure reflection differences
below that detectable by the ejc
Ten readings wore made of the spot ana immediately adjacent
surround of each of the twenty-four prints, ftwclve prints of each
of two levels of background density), The reflection values wore
converted into densities and the average density difference is
plotted against frequency of detection In Illustration oix0
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ILLUSTRATION SIX: AYERAGK CONTRAST YR3 FRSQUEIiCX OF DETECTION
Illustratlon six indicates a general increase In frequency of
detection with an contrast increase, when tho lower background density
level prints arc considered, th fact a satisfactory lino of regres-*
sion could bo drawn here. However^ when the higher level of back-*
ground density prints arc considered tho pattern is not as desirable
The following discrepancies from a desired pattern should be noted;
a spot with a contrast of 008 density units W!W detested only 2%
of tho time5 while a print with no measureable spoWbackground density
difference was detected 40$ of the time* Also a print with a contrast
of 002 was detected by 937' of the observers. The presence of -these
values resulted in a careful study of the numbers which were used to
arrive at the average contrast Values plotted in illustration six.
Illustration seven shows froquoncy histrograns of the ten
reflection readings of the spot and ten readings of tho background
of throe of the prints plotted In illustration six.
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ILLUSTRATION SEVEN REFLECTANCE
YR3 FREQUENCY OF READING
62 64 66
'
63 70
No single value of spot or 1saia_p?t*und rofleetanae reading seems
to be appropriate* Certainly an arittaaatic mean would not be the
best value in all eases*
Tho graphs of Illustratioivresuited in a careful visual study
of tho photographic prints "ased as test objects. The result of this
study was the determination that even though the prints wero given
a uniform fog exposure^ the resulting print consisted of a multitude
of small area density fluxuations Measurements were mado of
uniformly exposed areas of
%n square and it was found that density
variations of as much as *02 were occuring Since contrast thres
hold values of s007 are given in the literature 5? the problem
becomes the distinction of density differences of *007 from a
system with a noise level of ,02
Tho method selected for making this distiction was that of
statistically taking; a largo sample. Throe prints with frequcncyc
of detection of 0S 50? and
100,1"
wore selected and eighty sets of
readings were made of the spot and an area of tho Tsaekground Immedi
ately adjacent. The reflectance values were converted into density
values and the curves of Illustration eight show frequency polygrams
of the contrast values of tho throe selected prints.
loy: Green 0% frequency of detection
Blue 50% frequency of detection
Red 100;. frequency of detection
X *
*005 *oto *ms 020 .025
Contrast (density difference)
ILLUSTRATIOH Eight: FRE^UEUCY P0LYM1IS OF CONTRAST VALUES
OF PRIUTS. WITH 0r 509 km 1 00# S_TECTI0_T
The density differences plotted in illustration eight represent
an approach to a series of density differences across the edges of
the spot at various places along the circumference* Also plotted
on illustration eight arc tho means and standard deviations of each
of the throe sets of readings-. For example s with the 50% detection
8-
print the mean density difference Is .010 and the standard deviation
extends from 0Q3 to .01 7.
CONCLUSION
Even though a. single density difference can not be given for
a particular frequency of detection, illustration eight may provide
sone very useful Information concerning how tho eye detects spots in
this kind of a situation* It should be noted that as the frequency
of detection Increased there was an increase in the number of density
differences of larger magnitudes* This can be correlated with the
data given, "by Ford^ White and Liehterstein where they discuss the
movement of the eye in a free search. Their experiment suggests that
the eye In a free search makes a scries of relatively large Jumps
between fixations . That the eye makes two to four fixations per
second and the duration of each fixation is about onc**quartcr of
a second* Of course^ the actual pattern of fixations is influenced
by tho extent and shape of the field being searched. What could be
inferred from the data given in Illustration eight is that it is the
presence of an increasing, amount of larger density differences which
results in an increase In the probability of detections What could
be the case here is that a complete circle la not necessary, but
either a minimum number of randomly spaced..density differences of
above a certain value or an extended area of dons ity differences of
over some minimum value is required for spot detection. Tho point
here is th&t in contrast threshold work It Is the edges which glioyid
require our attens Ion*
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